We dream of a world with fewer but
better products, favouring staying power over
fading trends. Whether it is developing a bin,
rethinking the modular kitchen,
creating a furniture line or opening the Vipp
Hotel, we measure the quality of products and
concepts on their long-term ability to provide
an experience out of the ordinary.
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Our most comprehensive product launch since 1939 – a full range of furniture containing organic shapes, tones, textures and crisp materials. Sofas
and chairs combining steel and a variety of upholsteries, tables with wooden and marble table tops. Soft pillows, blankets and rugs.
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The Vipp Chimney sofa upholstered in Remix (cat. 2). A Vipp wool blanket and a Vipp velour pillow
join the sofa. A Vipp vase and a large and small Vipp coffee table with tops in dark oak veneer and
black marble. The Vipp floor lamp lights up, and the setting rests on a Vipp wool/bamboo rug.

SOFAS
Two new sofas from our furniture collection. A curvy, modular sofa named
‘Chimney’ and ‘Loft’, an angular and square lounge sofa. The soft fabrics and
steel frame are combined in configurable elements opening for expressive
interior possibilities.

Left: Detail of the Vipp Chimney sofa in Latenzo (cat. 1). The small Vipp coffee table features a top
in dark oak veneer. On the floor, a peek of the Vipp wool rug.
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Left: The Vipp Chimney sofa in Remix (cat. 2) with two Vipp velour pillows. A Vipp vase is placed on a
large Vipp coffee table in dark oak. The shown Vipp rug is in wool/bamboo. The Vipp blanket is wool.
A Vipp floor lamp lights up the setting. Above: The Vipp Chimney sofa in Hallingdal (cat. 3).
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The Vipp Chimney sofa is available in five upholstery categories. Here shown in Ritz, velour (cat. 2).

Left: The Vipp Loft sofa in Ritz, velour (cat. 2). The Vipp coffee table in dark oak stands on the Vipp
wool rug. Above: The same Vipp Loft sofa and rug are joined by the Vipp wool blanket.
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The Vipp Chimney sofa in Steelcut Trio 3 (cat. 3) styled with both a Vipp wool and velour pillow.
The Vipp vase and Vipp coffee table in black marble are placed on a Vipp wool/bamboo rug. The
Vipp wool blanket softens the setting while the Vipp floor lamp adds light.
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Left: The Vipp Shelter lounge chair in leather is surrounded by the Vipp Loft sofa in Vidar (cat. 3) and
Vipp Chimney sofa in Latenzo (cat. 1) together with the Vipp coffee tables in dark oak and light grey
marble. Above: The Vipp Loft sofa in Ritz, velour (cat. 2).
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Above: The Vipp Loft sofa upholstered in Hallingdal (cat. 3). Right: The Vipp Shelter lounge chair in
leather facing the living room. A Vipp table lamp is placed on the Vipp coffee table in black marble.
A Vipp Loft sofa in Vidar (cat. 3) is joined by two Vipp coffee tables in dark oak and light grey marble.

Below: The Vipp Shelter lounge chair in leather stands on a Vipp wool/bamboo rug.
Right: Detail of the Vipp Shelter lounge chair.

CHAIRS
The Vipp Shelter lounge chair is characterised by its carefully considered
combination of powder-coated aluminium and soft leather. Also available
in the collection are chairs for the dining table, namely the Vipp chair in
powder-coated aluminium and upholstery in textiles or leather, and the
Vipp Cabin chair in different wood options.
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Left: The Vipp chair in leather together with the large Vipp table featuring a table top in dark oak
with a herringbone pattern. Above: The Vipp chair upholstered in wool.
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Left and above: The Vipp chair in leather.
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RACKS
The Vipp rack system combines powder-coated steel with the light tactility
of fine ceramic stoneware. The result is a modular embodiment of a classic
and functional aesthetic.
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Above: The Vipp rack is available in a low and a tall version, both with optional extension units.
Here in a tall version with five shelves placed for practical use in the kitchen. In front, the Vipp
Cabin chair in light and dark oak.

LIGHTING
Having taken more than 5 years to develop, the Vipp lamp series is a testament to our dedication to engineered craftsmanship. The growing lamp
series for floor, ceiling, wall and table stems from an ambition to introduce
a series of lamps that move against the trend of fixed light sources. Instead,
Vipp lamps are designed to be timeless in both aesthetic and function, made
to be fitted with a replaceable LED light source.

Above: The Vipp wall spot has a perforated lamp shade and matte glass for a pleasant diffusion of
light. Right: The Vipp desk lamp for the office or the home, equipped with an adjustable arm, finger
screws, and a solid base for stability.
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Above: The Vipp table lamp. An inside reflector guides the light straight downwards and the perforated lampshade provides a soft diffusion of light. Right: The Vipp wall spot is a versatile light for
the bathroom, hallway, kitchen or living room.

Left: The Vipp floor lamp is ideal as a reading light for the living room. Here matched with the Vipp
Chimney sofa in Remix (cat. 2) and a Vipp velour pillow. Above: A large and small Vipp pendant,
suitable above kitchen modules or the dining table.
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KITCHEN
Since 1939, every new Vipp product has been born from the same dream;
to manufacture long-lasting products for everyday life. Our kitchen is no
different. Envisioned to be used every day for a lifetime, the Vipp kitchen
is stripped of fading trends and filled with carefully-considered and highly
engineered details.
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Left: The Vipp kitchen is straight forward and offers four types of modules. The island, island with
seating, tall and wall modules can be built with predefined units of your choice. Above: The Vipp
electric kettle is an essential device for the kitchen.
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For an uninterrupted expression the stainless steel table top features an integrated sink and Vipp
kitchen tap, also in stainless steel. The fronts of the Vipp kitchen are made from powder-coated
steel, highly durable and resistant to daily wear and tear.
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Left: The Vipp soap dispenser and toothbrush holder are placed on the Vipp bath module with the
matching Vipp mirror. A Vipp bin is placed beneath the module. Below: The Vipp bath modules are
fitted with a durable table top and an integrated sink – here matched with the Vipp bathroom tap and
mirror. A Vipp soap dispenser, toothbrush holder, and laundry basket join the setting.

BATHROOM
Having grown up in the clinics of Denmark, Vipp naturally extends into the
clean environment of the bathroom. Today, the Vipp pedal bin has become
a permanent resident in many bathrooms across the world and has been
joined by both small and large family members – from the three-sized bath
module and stainless steel bath tap to the practical suction hook and the
soap dispenser.
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Left: The Vipp toilet brush, bin and towel. Above: The Vipp toilet roll holder.
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Above: Two bathroom necessities – the Vipp shower wiper and soap dispenser. Right: The Vipp
bath towel is made of pure organic cotton. Available in three versions – guest towel, hand towel
and bath towel.

VIPP HOTEL

As soon as you check in at the Vipp Hotel, it is fully booked – that is because
the Vipp Hotel is not a hotel in the traditional sense. Instead of having many
rooms in one location, we offer unique rooms at various destinations. At the
Vipp Hotel, we invite you to experience our philosophy of design in places
out of the ordinary.
The Vipp Hotel is also an opportunity to try out every Vipp product in a laid
back environment. Take for instance the Vipp kitchen; a new kitchen is a big
decision, so why not spend a night with it before you commit? Just like you
can test drive a new car, you can take your new Vipp kitchen for a spin at the
Vipp Hotel.
Book your stay in one of our three rooms at vipp.com.
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ROOM NO. 1: VIPP SHELTER
Check in to this 55m2 human battery charger wrapped in Vipp DNA from
head to toe, placed in the Swedish wilderness. Every detail envisioned by
Vipp Chief Designer, Morten Bo Jensen.

The Vipp Shelter holds a kitchen, dining and living room area, bathroom and a mezzanine bed loft.
It is set on the mythical lake Immeln, where numerous bays and more than 200 islands make it an
ideal place for canoeing and fishing.
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Above: Lake Immeln is right at the doorstep with a private wooden pier and nearby hiking trails in
the forest. Right: Vipp wall spots in the bed loft area.

ROOM NO. 2: VIPP LOFT
Go for maximised urbanity at the Vipp Loft. A 400m2 design-meets-art
experience in Copenhagen. The space is remodeled by Danish architecture practice Studio David Thulstrup.

Vipp Loft has a kitchen, dining and living area and a bedroom with an ensuite bathroom. The mezzanine level features a bedroom and library/ office space. There are three small outdoor terraces.
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Above: The Vipp Hotel is not ordinary, and instead of one location with identical rooms and a continental breakfast, we offer experiences and essentials. Right: There is no room service or restaurant
at the Vipp Loft, but the kitchen is fully equipped. The refrigerator offers champagne.

ROOM NO. 3: VIPP CHIMNEY HOUSE
Named after its towering chimney, this 200m2 heritage building near
the harbour of Northern Copenhagen is reborn from ruins as yet another
Vipp-fitted-destination.
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Above: Vipp Chimney House is a carefully curated setting where guests can live with Vipp products,
including the new furniture collection in a home-away-from-home setting. Right: The Vipp Hotel offers tailored and curated design destinations out of the ordinary, filled with Vipp’s take on design.

PAST
Sometimes winning the lottery leads to more than just temporary excitement. When Vipp founder Holger Nielsen
won a car on his ticket to the local soccer stadium in 1932 it was the beginning of Vipp. He just did not know it. He
sold the car, bought a metal press and few years later, when his wife Marie needed a bin for her hairdressing salon,
he went to his one-man workshop and crafted what today is known as the Vipp pedal bin.
PRESENT
Holger could not have imagined that the pedal-controlled bin he designed in 1939 would eventually sow the seed
for a full-blown design universe of accessories, furniture and kitchens. Nor that his bin would be a catalyst for a
design hotel concept. Vipp is still a family-owned, independent, Danish design company run by Holger’s daughter,
Jette Egelund, her two children Kasper and Sofie together with 50 employees in Copenhagen, Denmark.
DESIGN
‘Functionalism is the root of everything we do, and our in-house team of engineers study every little detail. I like
using the word ‘tool’, because that’s what Holger’s original bin was initially conceived as, before people began
purchasing it for their homes. Now, our starting point is fusing 80 years of heritage in steel manufacturing with a
desire to explore more organic materials like textiles, stoneware and wood, and we are excited about opening new
doors to our design universe.’ Morten Bo Jensen, Chef Designer at Vipp since 2006.
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Above: The original Vipp bin from 1939 and our current edition.
Original
Vipp
bin from
1939
and
our
current
edition.
Right:
The Vipp
family
Sofie,
Jette
and
Kasper
Egelund.

